
 

 
              Procedural List 

Mrs. Estes Class 
 
Entering the Classroom: Students will get a breakfast bag from the hallway or from the 
cafeteria and go straight to the classroom. Students will take out their blue folder from 
their backpack and then place it in the folder bucket. Their coat or jacket should be put 
into their backpack. Students will hang their backpack on a hook. Students will then  go 
to their seat and eat breakfast. After breakfast, students will go use the restroom, wash 
hands and come back to the classroom and pick up a morning tub with literacy/math 
skills and go to their table or to the rug to work with a friend.  
 
When tardy: Parents must walk their child into the school and into the office to get a 
tardy slip. After entering the room, hand tardy slip to Mrs. Padilla,  then get out their 
folder and put it in the folder bucket, hang up book bag and coat, and join others. 
Remember, when a child has to eat breakfast after coming in late, they are going to 
miss more instruction.  Try to be at school on time.  
 
Listening and responding to questions: Raise hand and wait to be called upon before 
answering questions.  Listen while others are speaking. 
 
Indicate understanding: Give a thumbs up if you understand, a thumb down if you 
don’t, or and thumb sideways if you are unsure. 
 
Coming to attention: Give me five and/or answer clap given by teacher to give 
attention. Ringing of a doorbell will indicate that a rotation of centers is complete. 
Students then quietly line up on lines to move to the next center. 
 
To Line Up: Line leader goes first, door holder goes second, and the caboose is at the 
end of line.  Students wait until they are called by table color or other characteristics. 
Students line up on floor markers (numbers) to give plenty of room.  Students walk in the 
hallway Lip and Hip.  This means that one finger is on their lip and the other hand is on 
their hip. Students will walk single file in the hallway on the blue line or marked bees. 
 
When students need help: Raise your hand or quietly ask another student for help. 
 



 

Collecting homework:  Students (not parents) are responsible for turning in homework. 
Students that frequently do not have their homework, may have to complete the work 
during afternoon center time. Students may do extra work at home.  Extra practice may 
be written on the back of homework to save paper.  Any extra or not assigned work can 
be brought to school and will be rewarded with a clip up.  
 
Handing out homework and papers:  Homework for each day (Monday - Thursday) is 
put on each child’s folder at their seat. Homework is usually a sheet of skills that should 
only take a few minutes each night. It is the students’ responsibility to pack their 
backpack each afternoon. Daily work and homework is assessed and returned as soon 
as possible.  Extra homework is rewarded.  Once sight words are sent home, each 
student is expected to study the given sight words nightly for homework.  
 
Jobs: Students will be responsible for certain jobs in the classroom.  The jobs will be 
assigned on a rotation basis.  Students will be able to read the job chart on the wall. 
The jobs will be announced every Monday morning. Students who lack responsibility 
doing their jobs will be relieved of their job duties.  It will be given to another student. 
Students that do not have jobs will be considered to be on “vacation” for that week. 
 
When children have conflicts:  Students will be reminded of Second Step training. 
Second Step which is a program that teaches social skills will be taught each week.  I 
will have the children say,  “ It makes me (feel) _____, when you ______.”  Children will be 
encouraged to handle differences on their own.  Children may be asked to practice 
correct responses. 
 
Pencil Sharpening: Pencils will be sharpened by the teachers only. 
 
Discipline: Students will have a clothespin with their name on it clipped to a chart. The 
chart is labeled –Red/Outstanding, Orange/Great Job, Yellow/Good Day, Green/ 
Ready to Learn, Blue/Warning, Purple/Teacher’s Choice, Pink/Note Home.  All students 
will begin their day on Green/Ready to Learn.  Students will move their clothes pin up or 
down depending on their behavior.  This will be consistent throughout the school. North 
Park is implementing the Positive Behavior Intervention System. Our school rules: Be Nice, 
Be Safe, and Be Ready to Learn.  All staff at the school is focusing on positive behaviors. 
In our class, students will earn a point on our ten frame when they are caught making 
great choices, setting good examples for others, doing extra work and so on. Students 
that are caught making great choices in the hallway by other teachers and staff 
members may be given a Bee Best Behavior ticket.  Students will write their name on it 
and we will draw names for students to win a prize from the treasure chest. We want to 
give our students attention for great behaviors.  
                 Even though the focus is on great behavior, there will be students that will not 
follow the rules.  Students will move their clothespin down to the Blue or Purple area on 
the chart.  These students will lose center time in the afternoon and may have to walk 
during gross motor time on the playground.  If students move their clothespin to the Pink 
area, a note or will be sent home for parent’s signature.  It is the parents responsibility to 
sign and return note to school the next day.  Keep in mind that students can move their 



 

clothes pin back up.  If a child makes several undesired choices, he or she can make 
changes with good choices and have the opportunity to move their clothespin back up 
the chart to good day. North Park students that have many undesirable behaviors will 
go to the office. 
   
 
Parties and Snacks:  On certain occasions, we will have classroom parties. If a child has 
a birthday, parents may arrange times with teachers to bring in cupcakes or treats for all 
students.  Please let us know ahead of time if you are planning to bring a treat because 
every moment of the day is planned with learning activities. Keep in mind that there are 
children in the classroom that may have allergies. It is sometimes not easy to fit a 
birthday party in the day. Advanced notice helps us all out. All items brought into the 
school should be individually wrapped and purchased from an approved site ( one that 
has passed a food service inspection. Example: grocery store bakery)  
 
I will be happy to pass out party invitations to your private parties to students in our 
classroom if ALL children are invited.  I will not pass out invitations if not all students are 
invited.   
 
Conferences: Conferences/Phone Conferences will be scheduled during my planning 
period (1:05), or after school (2:20 PM).  Parents, please let me know anytime that you 
would like to request a conference. After testing, I will be scheduling conference times 
for all parents. That will begin sometime in late September. 
 
Dismissal: After preparing for home, students will line up according to bus number for 
dismissal. Mrs. Estes will escort all bus riders to the buses.  Students riding in a car (pick 
up) will go to the designated pick-up area with Mrs. Padilla. No children may leave with 
their parents from the classroom. If there is a change in regular transportation plans, 
please come in and speak to an office staff member or send in a note.   
 
Mrs. Estes contact Information 
Email Address: dana.estes@hardin.kyschools.us 
NPES phone Number:  270-351-4464 
Text Remind.com: Text the message @esteskind to the number 81010 and you will 
receive little reminders about what’s going on in our classroom! 


